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1. Among the evidence adduced by Patri (2005) for the purpose of casting 
doubt on the validity of Winter’s law in Slavic1 are three items allegedly reflect-
ing PIE *-b- allegedly guaranteed by Proto-Germanic (PGm.) *-p- in 
(1) PGm. *deupaz ‘deep’, cf. Proto-Slavic (PSl.) *dъbno > *dъno ‘bottom’, 
Lith. dubùs ‘deep’, etc. (p. 274), 
(2) OIcel. drepa ‘strike, knock’, OHG treffan ‘hit, touch’, cf. PSl. *drobiti 
‘smash, crush’ (p. 277), 
(3) OIcel. happ ‘good luck, success’, cf. PSl. *kobь ‘augury, prophesy, sorcery, 
etc.’ (p. 277). 
Whatever the final ruling on Winter’s law may eventually be, the difficul-
ties surrounding PIE *b are well known. Consequently caution should surely be 
exercised in proposing any reconstruction requiring this alleged PIE phoneme. 
That the PIE *b reconstructed by Patri and some others (e.g. Uhlich 1995; 
Levickij 2000-2001, 1: 132, 4: 64 s.v. deup-) for the above Germanic items may 
be only apparent and not a foregone conclusion emerges from the fact that there 
is a substantial group of PGm. lexica containing PGm. simplex medial voiceless 
stop – particularly when following a long vowel or a diphthong – that can be 
etymologically related to other items having the corresponding PGm. geminate, 
usually following a short vowel. The PGm. voiceless stop in these cases does 
not necessarily continue a PIE media, but can reflect instead the PIE tenuis or 
aspera. These developments, for which Kortlandt (1991: 1) has proposed reviving 
the name Kluge’s law, are believed to have taken their original point of depar-
ture in clusters of stop + *n that underwent lenition in PGm. by Verner’s law 
(on the matter of the lenition see Woodhouse 2003: 215-221).2 
 
2. The easiest case to deal with is that of PGm. *deupaz. Lühr, to whom we 
are indebted for the most detailed recent (1988) discussion of the whole ques-
tion, in fact includes PGm. *deupaz in this group (p. 232f.), connecting the word 
                                                 
1 I hope to publish a full examination of Patri’s other counterevidence on another occasion. 
2 Note that in the latter reference there is a misprint in the table on p. 218: the asperae 
column for stage VIIIb should read “D’n/TT” (not “D’/TT”). 
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with MHG topf ‘olla’, etc. (< PGm. *dupōn-, *dupp-), and proposing that the 
ancestral root should be reconstructed “womöglich” with PIE *bh, not PIE *b. 
The proposition that *deupaz belongs with this group can be supported by 
the several cognates with *n-suffixes in other languages, e.g. the PSl. one cited 
above, Latv. dubens ‘bottom’, OIr. domain ‘id.’, Welsh dwfn ‘id.’, Breton don 
‘id.’ (Vasmer/Trubačev 1986-1987 s.v. dno; Stokes/Bezzenberger 1894 [1979]: 
153). 
The proposition that the Baltic and Slavic words in question should be 
reconstructed with medial PIE *bh (and not PIE *b) is of course not new. Thus, 
for example, although Young (1990: 150), relying on Pokorny (1959), continues 
to write *dheub-, *dheup- for the PIE original of the Baltic cognates, Illič-Svi-
tyč (1979: 106) writes the etymon *dhubhnóm, a form that probably goes back 
to the 1963 Russian language original (which regrettably I have not seen) and 
Trubačev (1978: 175f.) writes it once *dhub(h)-nom but thereafter refers to the 
root as *dheu {bh-/*dhubh. All that seems to be lacking is a plausible IE etymon. 
I think this lack can be overcome as follows. 
Trubačev (ibid.) draws attention to the possibility of a connection between 
PSl. *dъ(b)no and PSl. *dъbrь ‘valley, etc.’ and may be right in supposing that 
this is due to contamination by *dъbno of a word or words based on PIE *duwō 
‘two’ and directly comparable with Armen. erkin ‘sky’ and erkir ‘earth’, though 
it is the connection between PSl. *dъ(b)no and *dъbrь that is chiefly of interest 
here. Some Slavic cognates of the latter, such as Russ. debri ‘impenetrable for-
est’, Ukr. debri ‘id.’, older Pol. dial. dziebra ‘valley between mountains’, suggest 
a parallel form *dьbrь, and the existence of these parallel forms in Slavic seems 
itself to be paralleled by the Latv. variants dibens, dibins beside dubens ‘bot-
tom’. At all events, while ‘valleys’ are no doubt features having considerable 
depth, it is also true they are generally in shadow for longer periods than are 
mountain tops and plains at similar latitudes. And the presence of meanings 
such as that of Russ. debri, ‘impenetrable forest’, a landscape generally associ-
ated with darkness, also contributes to a connection I would like to propose 
between the concepts ‘deep’ and ‘dark’. The connection seems to be particularly 
strong in Germanic, cf. Eng. a deep and dark mystery, especially in the colour 
terminology of at least English,3 NHG (tief and dunkel), Dutch (diep and donker) 
and Swedish (djup and mörk).4 
                                                 
3 Cf. relevant lexicographic treatments of these meanings of dark and deep, respec-
tively in Gove (1961 [1966], s.vv.): “dark … 2a … specif. of color : of low or very 
low lightness” and “deep … 3 … h … of color : high in saturation and low in light-
ness : vivid and dark”. 
4 I note also that in Daphne Rusbridge’s English singing translation of the famous 
“silver moon” aria in Dvořák’s opera Rusalka the phrase na nebi hlubokém, literally 
‘in the deep sky’ is rendered “upon the deep dark sky” (see Dvořák 1972: 46). 
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These considerations suggest that a connection may be seriously enter-
tained between PGm. *deupaz with Irish dub ‘black’, Gk. τυφλός ‘blind’, PGm. 
*daubaz ‘deaf, stupid’ (OHG toub, Goth. daufs, etc.; cf., e.g. Chantraine 1968-
1980 s.v. τυ Uxφοµαι; Frisk 1960-1970 s.v. τυφλός). 
 
3. Opinions vary as to whether OIcel. drepa ‘strike, knock’, OHG treffan 
‘hit, touch’, etc., are related to Goth. ga-draban ‘hewn (out of rock)’, de Vries 
(1977 s.v.), e.g., being in favour, Kluge/Seebold (1995 [1999] s.v.), e.g., against.5 
This latter position is clearly based on Seebold’s proposal that Goth. gadraban 
is an error for **gagraban (noted by Patri 2005: 277; Zehnder LIV2: 153), an 
idea that can hardly be maintained since there are three weighty arguments 
against it. 
First, all the genuine instances of Goth. graban and its compounds are 
translations of Gk. σκάπτω ‘dig’ or ο Aρύσσω ‘dig’ and its compounds, whereas 
gadraban translates the perfect medio-passive participle of λατοµέω ‘quarry 
rock’. Secondly, if it is an error, then it is a very puzzling one: if no such word 
exists why would the scribe have written it? There is no other word in the im-
mediate vicinity of Mark 15:46 containing the sequence dr. Thirdly, if there had 
been an error at this point we might well expect it to be the reverse of what is 
attested, i.e. that the scribe would have written **gagraban instead of gadraban 
both because dittography is a common enough source of error and because such 
an act would also seem to involve replacing a somewhat infrequent and perhaps 
technical term with a more everyday one. I conclude therefore that gadraban is 
genuine and can be used to vouch for the Kluge’s law origin of the *p in OIcel. 
drepa, etc. 
Further, it is clear that there is nothing new about the belief that simplex 
Germanic *p after a short syllabic nucleus can be transferred or backformed 
analogically from the geminate. Thus Lühr (1988: 236, 238, 239, etc.) finds this 
the origin of PGm. *p beside *pp in, e.g.: OHG scaf, scaffo beside scapf, scapfo 
(names of various kinds of vessels); OE scypen ‘stall’ beside OHG scopf ‘barn’; 
OIcel. skypill ‘kind of headgear’ beside MHG schopf, schopfe ‘head hair, etc.’; 
and so on. Kluge/Seebold (1995 [1999] s.vv.) find NHG schaffen ‘create’ to be 
related to NHG Schöpfer ‘creator’ and to Lith. skõpti (also skõbti) ‘hollow, 
gouge’, Gk. σκέπαρνον ‘carpenter’s axe or adze’ and, while not claiming any 
direct relationship between NHG hoffen ‘hope’ and hüpfen ‘hop’, nevertheless 
adduce for both without comment Sommer’s idea that both derive from an inter-
jection *hup signalling an upward movement, proposing in addition a connection 
of hoffen with Gk. κύπτω ‘bow, bow the head’ (< *kupyō or *kubhyō, Frisk 
1960-1970 s.v.; Chantraine 1968-1980 s.v.), so that for neither schaffen nor hof-
                                                 
5 These authors (ibid.) also implicitly reject the proposed connection with PSl. *drobiti 
with their judgement: “Ohne brauchbare Vergleichsmöglichkeit”. 
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fen is an etymon containing PIE *b proposed. Consequently neither is there any 
need to entertain such an etymon for NHG treffen, OIcel. drepa and the connec-
tion of these with Goth. ga-draban and PSl. *drobiti ‘smash, crush’ can be up-
held without, in the case of the latter, any soul-searching vis-à-vis Winter’s law. 
 
4. With respect to OIcel. happ ‘good luck, good fortune, success’, de Vries 
(1977 s.v.) is undecided whether the geminate derives from *mp, which is 
represented in Swed. hampa sig ‘happen’ or is due to affectivity, but leans 
towards the latter. Since ‘good luck’ is supportive of the person who possesses 
it, it seems not too far-fetched to suppose a connection with Ved. skabhnāxti 
‘support’, Lat. scamnum ‘bench, stool, throne’, which supply the evidence for 
the nasal suffixation needed to support derivation of the Germanic geminate 
from PIE *-bhn-, as well as the s-mobile that explains the simultaneous presence 
of a tenuis and an aspera in the root of the Germanic words and other suggested 
cognates,6 such as OIr. cob ‘victory’ (a fortunate outcome), ORuss. kobь ‘good 
fortune, success; sign of fortune, portent; fortune telling by portents; belief 
system, teaching; faith’; and OCS kobь ‘faith (?)’.7 Since fortune in the sense of 
destiny is something one cannot shake off, we have an obvious connection to 
Lith. kabùs ‘tenacious, prehensile’ (Orel 2003: 161 s.v. *xappan) and Avestan 
fra-scinbaiiōit

 ‘soll befestigen’ (Kümmel LIV2: 549).8 The Avestan word and 
the Ved. aorist skambhur also support the nasalized Swedish form cited above. 
Kümmel (ibid.) tentatively reconstructs the PIE root as *skebhH-. 
 
5. Thus it has proved possible to support respectable IE etymologies not 
containing PIE *b for all three of our Germanic etyma. Consequently there are 
no convincing grounds, theoretical or practical, for reconstructing any of them 
with PIE *b. 
 
 
                                                 
6 The tectal variation in Ved. śárdha- ‘crowd, might’, Gk. κόρθυς ‘heap’, PSl. *čerda 
‘series, row, herd’, Goth. hairda ‘herd, flock’, etc. (Orel 2003: 170) suggests that 
this too should be reconstructed as PIE *skerdh-. 
7 According to Sadnik/Aitzetmüller (1955 s.v.), the word only occurs in Suprasliensis, 
twice (46: 24; 147:7 in Seveŕjanov’s 1904 [1956] edition), and on both occasions in 
an instruction that the interlocutor state his kobь. The answer each time is krьsti-
jan(ъ že) jesmъ ‘(well) I am a Christian’. Vasmer/Trubačev (1986-1987 s.v.) gloss 
the OCS word οιBωνοσκοπία ‘divination’ (literally ‘watching a large (?) bird’), which 
does not seem to suit the contexts in which it is attested. 
8 Note that Vasmer/Trubačev (1986-1987 s.v. kob) are doubtful about Uhlenbeck’s 
proposed connection with Ved. kābavás, the name of an evil spirit, and are silent 
about the connection mentioned by Sadnik/Aitzetmüller (1955: 250) with Cz. koba 
‘raven’ which is specifically rejected by Machek (1957 s.v. koba 1). 
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